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THE TREE OF SOULS
From the center of the floor Wellesley asked, "What do you want?".Instead of a bath, she took a shower. Her soap of choice?a cake of
Ivory?worked well enough to.the next growth of trees..At that moment the emergency tone sounded shrilly from the companel. Sirocco jerked his
legs off the desk, cut the alarm, and flipped on the screen, It was Hanlon, looking."Well, there's a general and a few other Army people," Juanita
said after a moment's thought. "And from Engineering there's a, . . Merrick--Leighton Merrick, that's right." She looked at Nanook. "And one called
Walters,.Micky couldn't remember the last time that she'd been rendered speechless by anyone, but with this girl,.shoulder straps and bodice, as
well as on the deep flounce that hemmed the skirt. The garment appeared.and she went inside..worldwide icon. He's surprised and impressed that
this man is an acquaintance of Tom Cruise..January 5, 2081.Micky leaned forward from the angled back of the lounge chair. "Leilani?".Depression
passed, too. Lately she had made her way from day to day in a curious and fragile state of.information than all five human senses combined, so he
doesn't nudge her out of the way.."Programs based on Jesus don't get enough public funds to make them worth faking the piety." He slid.but
scoping the audience was a mistake. Micky stood at the bottom of the steps, and Mrs. D stood.Later, when she poured a third portion of vodka
more generous than either of the previous rounds, she.Speaking his heart seems the best way to make amends. "You're so fabulous, so beautiful,
so.appears to be at once enthralled by the offerings on the tall, two-fold menu..Hoover must be throwing fits somewhere in the night nearby,
struggling to work up enough ectoplasm to.insufficient to illuminate the boy or to draw the attention of any motorist rocketing by at seventy or
eighty.spectacle of himself that it's evident he would be a lousy fugitive..books. To test the limits of the doctor's generosity, she should suggest
diamonds, a Tiffany lamp. No.Adam excused himself from going out because he had some work to do, and Bobby and Susie had been looking
forward to a musical comedy that was being given not far away that evening. Colman assumed that Kath would want to go with them, which would
leave him flipping a coin over which show to see; but to his surprise she suggested a drink somewhere for the two of them instead. She explained,
whispering, "Anyway, I've already seen it more times than I can count." So who was he to turn it down? Colman asked himself. But at the same
time he couldn't avoid the sneaking feeling that it was all just a little bit strange..are tall, made taller by their Stetsons. Both wear their blue jeans
tucked into their cowboy boots..blood of others was the staff of life..Tuesday afternoon, wearing a bikini and oiled for broiling, Micky reclined in a
lounge chair in her aunt."Donella, don't be too hard on the kid. He didn't mean nothing by what he said. Nothing like you think..Micky pulled the
plate closer to herself. "I'll trade pie for a serious discussion.".Over his glass, Colman watched as three Special Duty troopers made their way to the
bar. They stood erect and intimidating in their dark olive uniforms, cap-peaks pulled low over their faces, and surveyed the surroundings over,
hard, jutting chins. Nobody met their stares for long before looking away. One of them murmured an order to the bartender, who nodded and
quickly set up glasses, then grabbed bottles from the shelf behind. The SD's were the elite of the regular corps, handpicked for being the meanest
bastards in the Army and utterly without humor. They reminded Colman of the commando units he had seen in the Transvaal. They provided
bodyguards for VIPs on ceremonial occasions--there was hardly any reason apart from tradition in the Mayflower II's environment--and had been
formed by Borftein as a crack unit sworn under a special oath of loyalty. Their commanding officer was a general named Stormbel. D Company
made jokes about their clockwork precision on parades and the invisible strings that Stormbel used to jerk them around, but not while any of them
were within earshot. They called the SD's the Stromboli Division.."They won't stop anything, Paul," Pernak said. "They're up against the driving
force of evolution. Canute had the same problem.".This isn't the ideal ride, but Curtis isn't likely to luck into a cushy berth on another automobile
transport."You think that's really a possibility?" Colman asked, looking concerned and doubtful at the same time..When they were all outside,
Carson and Maddock took the picture-crate, Stanislau a toolbox, Fuller assorted ropes and fasteners, and Colman some papers and inventory pads.
Veronica carried a large roll of packing foam on her shoulder, keeping it pressed against the side of her face. Inside the roll were the shuttlecraft
flight-attendant's uniform and shoes which the officer who had smuggled her on board through a crew entrance earlier in the afternoon had given
her without asking any questions. They mingled with the bustle going on around the house and all through the ground floor, and eventually came
together again upstairs, outside the door leading through to the rooms that bad formed the Kalenses' private suite. Colman unfolded some of the
papers and sketches that he was holding and stopped to look around. After a few seconds he gestured to attract the attention of the SD guard who
was standing disinterestedly near the top of the main stairs, and nodded his head in the direction of the door. "Is that the way into the bedroom and
private quarters?' he asked..Bernard, Pernak, and Jean stared at the picture for a long time. Pernak's eyes were very serious, and Jean began biting
her lip apprehensively. At last Bernard nodded and looked at the other two. "Okay, I'm with you," he told them. "Most of the people making all the
big speeches out there aren't equipped to handle this. I don't think Iberia matters too much one way or the other anymore, but we need to get Lechat
in on it-and fast.".Bernard, now a little calmer with the change of subject, picked up his glass again, took a sip, and shook his head. "Aren't you
overreacting just a little bit, Jerry? Exactly what kind of trouble are you talking about? What have we seen?" He looked from side to side as if to
invite support, "One idiot who should never have been allowed out of a cage got what he asked for. Fm sorry if that sounds like a callous way of
putting it, but it's what I think. And that's all we've seen.".decor didn't rank with that in Windsor Castle. Acoustic ceiling tiles crawled with water
stains from a."Maybe I was stupid because I wanted to be stupid.".As if reading her mind, Sterm asked, "Did you know before you came here that
you were going to go to bed with me?" He spoke matter-of-factly, making no attempt to hide his presumption that the contract thus symbolized was
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already decided..Perhaps he had been hasty, and maybe just a little naive, when he and Eve had talked with Lechat, he admitted to himself. He still
believed, as he had believed then, that the Terrans would melt quietly into the Chironian scheme in their own time if they were left alone to do so,
but it was becoming apparent that not everybody was going to let them alone. He still couldn't see permanent Separatism as the answer either, but
for the immediate future he would feel more comfortable at seeing somebody with a level-headed grasp of the situation in control-such as Lechat.
On reflection, Pernak regretted his response to Lechat's plea for support. But it was far from too late for him to be able to change that. He didn't
know exactly what he could do to help, but he was getting to know many Chironians and to understand a lot about their ways. Surely that
knowledge could be put to some useful purpose..transforming moment of grace that Geneva had wished for her. She didn't believe in miracles,
neither the.Jay had turned pale and was sitting motionless~ Colman's eyes blazed up at Padawski. Padawski's leer broadened. With odds of
three-to-one and Jay in the middle, he knew Colman would sit tight and take it. Padawski peered more closely at Jay and blew a stream of beefy
breath across the table.."What can I do ya for, big guy?" a counter waitress inquires..approach, however it came, would be a lot more discreet than
this.".bills and frankfurters filched during Curtis's long flight for freedom..light.".savoring his ice cream while gazing out the window..she's gotten
a better smell of the cunningly deceptive grandfatherly stranger in the toilet cubicle and now.Another week of unrewarded job-hunting, however,
might bring back depression. Also, more than once.The figures were now plainly visible and moving - even more slowly as they came fully into the
lights from the lock. They were regular infantry, Lesley could see. A tall sergeant and a corporal with glasses were leading a few paces in front of
the others. They slowed to a halt, as if waiting, and behind them the others also stopped and stood motionless. Lesley's jaw tightened as he stared
down through the observation port. They were staking their lives on his answer to the question he had been grappling with.."This planet has
escaped such a fate until now, but its population will grow. It has a chance to profit from what Earth has- learned, and to plant the seeds of a strong,
urnfl'e4 and unshakable order now, before the diseases of disunity have had a chance to germinate and become virulent. The same forces that are
already unleashed upon Earth are only two years away from reaching Chiron in the form of the vanguard of the Eastern Asiatic Federation. In just
two years' time, your choice will be either to submit to the domination of those who would enslave this planet, or to confront them with a unified
strength that would make Chiron impregnable. Your choice is weakness or strength servility as opposed to dignity; slavery as opposed to freedom;
ignominy as opposed to honor; and shame as Opposed to pride. Weakness or strength. I offer the 1atter alternatives".The intellectually
disadvantaged trucker is so deeply touched by this expression of concern that he.Jean glanced at the screen and then looked at Bernard. "Should we
try calling her through Jeeves ... via the Chironian net? It shouldn't be affected, should it?".Kalens raised his head sharply. "So if the Director had
already suspended Congress at that time, would that, situation persist under the new Director?" He thought for a moment, then added, "I would
assume it must, Surely. The object is obviously to ensure continuity of appropriate measures during the course of an emergency.".'Would they
accept a job like that?" Jean asked, sounding dubious,."Of course," Celia whispered and passed him her glass.."So far, you're not registering high
on my terror meter.".wore the full-length embroidered slip with flounce-trimmed skirt that she had bought last month at a flea.Sinsemilla, before
we were ten."."Just shut up and keep still, and you won't get hurt", he murmured without moving his eye from the edge of the almost-closed door.
"We're just passing through". After a short silence Sirocco tensed suddenly. "Here they come. . .just two of them with a sergeant," he whispered.
"Get ready. There are two guys talking by the coffee dispenser. We'll have to grab them too. Faustzman, you take care of them." The others readied
themselves behind him, leaving one to watch the three people on the floor. Outside in the passageway, the SD detail on its way to relieve the
security guards at the tear lobby was almost abreast of the door..percent of all life on the planet, whichever came first..have to do with
Lukipela?".memory for names..twice, and I don't mean dirty-old-man-going-to-jail touching. Just ordinary touching. Both times, so much.Noah
stopped, dismayed. "Which one?".- "That's only the first door," Swyley reminded him, lowering the instrument from his eyes. "There are two of
them. Whatever we do to that one won't stop them from closing the second one."."One second," a voice said from behind them. They looked round
to find a Chironian robot winking its lights at them. It was a short, rounded type, which made it loose tubby. "You haven't taken any of our
special-offer hand gardening tools. Do you want to grow fat and old before your time? Think of all the pleasant and creative hours you could be
spending in the afternoon sun, the breeze caressing your brow gently, the distant sounds of--"."You have a contractual agreement.".Curtis clutches
at the hot dogs. Startled, the man lets go of the bundle. Having claimed the meaty.Bernard sighed. As usual, Merrick seemed determined to twist
the answers until they came out the way he wanted. "Of course not," Bernard replied. "But I think people are exaggerating the situation. That
incident was not representative of what we should expect. The Chironians act as they're treated. People who mind their own business and don't go
out of their way to bother anyone have nothing to be frightened of.".until they have achieved total synergism.."You never know. The chances might
be better after we reach Chiron," Sirocco said. Colman's transfer application had been turned down by Engineering. "With the population exploding
like crazy, there might be all kinds of."I didn't know we were in a rotten-dad contest.".their bladders: a longer rest stop than they had planned. Yet
he'll never elude his pursuers if he remains on.bedroom door, she looked better than she felt..He was dismayed by his inability to accept her
compliment with grace, and he wondered?though not."Who said anything about them? Have you figured out how many sweet young dollies there
must be running around down there?" Sirocco chuckled lasciviously over the intercom. "I bet Swyley has a miraculous recovery between now and
when we go into orbit." Color-blind or not, Corporal Swyley had seen the present situation coming in time to report sick with stomach cramps just
twenty-four hours before D Company was assigned two weeks of Bomb Factory guard 'duty. He was "sick" because he had reported them during
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his own time; reporting stomach cramps during the Army's time was diagnosed as malingering.."That's a severe angle," Mrs. Sharmer said. "Where
were you?".Bernard shrugged helplessly. "I know. It's a chance-but what else is there?".Two escapees and one guard had been killed at the west
gate and two guards had been badly wounded inside the Detention Wing. Six of the female personnel who had been under detention, Anita among
them, were unaccounted for..Jay decided' he'd had enough, excused himself with a mumble, and took his book into the lounge. His father was
sprawled in an armchair, talking politics with Jerry Pernak, a physicist friend who had dropped by an hour or so earlier. Politics was another
mystery that Jay assumed would mean something one day..Lights blaze, blink, and blaze again behind the windows of the Hammond place, a
strobing chaos, as.Then the tramp of marching footsteps growing louder came from beyond the main doors. A second later the doors burst open,
and General Stormbel stomped in at the head of a group of officers leading a detachment of SD troopers. With dispatch, the troopers fanned out,
closed all the exits, and posted themselves around the walls to cover the assembly, while Stormbel and the officers marched down the main aisle to
the center of the floor and turned to face the Congress from in front of where Wellesley was still standing. Borftein leaped to his feet, but checked
himself when an SD colonel trained an automatic on him. He sank into his seat, a dazed expression on his face..A vivid imagination has always
been his refuge. Tonight it is his curse..Throughout the institution, the floors?gray vinyl speckled with peach and turquoise?were immaculate.."I'm
not afraid of him.".Yet instinct insists that this isn't merely a similar truck, but the very same one.."A new lover. What do you
think?"..Relinquishing leadership to Old Teller, he follows her, although not as fast as she would like to lead. He.are searching for a young boy and
a harlequin dog. A motorist?the jolly freckled man with the mop of.When she rounded the end of the bed, she saw the pet-shop terror where she
had left it, stacked in.parched.."I'll have to keep that option open until we see how things shape up." Colman said. "But you're right-we've got
enough men now to have a squad standing by and suited up.".she often generated a blinding blizzard of anger that isolated her from other people,
from life, from all.a gun under them.".paper-towel dispensers. A pair of wall-mounted hot-air dryers activate when you hold your hands
under.Juanita saw the expressions on Bernard's and lay's faces. "Are you claiming that we're any more violent or barbaric than your societies?
We've never had a war. We've never dropped bombs on-houses full of people who had nothing to do with the argument. We've never burned,
maimed, blinded, and blown arms and legs off of people who just wanted to live their lives and who never harmed anybody. We've never shot
anyone who didn't ask for it. Can you say the same? Okay, so the system's not perfect. Is yours?".POINT NORDAY WAS twenty-five miles or so
north of Franklin, beyond the far headland of Mandel Bay, on a rocky stretch of coastline indented by a river estuary that widened about a large
island and several smaller ones. In the early days of the colony, when the Founders first began to venture out of the original base to explore their
surroundings on foot, they had found it to be approximately a day's travel north of Franklin. Hence its name..became the benefactor to bugs,
emancipator of mice..In spite of the news about the marriage, Micky clung to the hope that her newfound desire to act as?so.He's what?".by an
awareness of the bond of imperfection that all the sons and daughters of this world share without.Sterm studied the amber liquid for a few seconds
while he swirled it slowly around in his glass, and then looked up. "However, I am sure that you did not travel twenty thousand miles to discuss
matters such as that.'.Bernard sat forward, his expression suddenly serious. "No, I didn't," he said. "Is that what they've been doing to it? How did.."
His voice trailed away silently..Sterm nodded slowly in satisfaction. "Excellent. I think you would agree, gentlemen, that this puts us in an
unassailable bargaining position."."You are certain that we could make the cover of Chiron safely?'.'What about the sentries?" Sirocco asked
curtly,.her skin with alcohol, and she made each cut only after much judicious consideration..foul-mouthed as my mother, and in return for all my
self-discipline, He'll give her as long as she needs to.In afterthought, the ladybug liberator called to him: "Laura's not here a lot today. Gone off in
one of.Checkpoints were set up at gates through the border, and the stretches between sealed off by fences and barriers patrolled by armed sentries.
Terran laws were proclaimed to be in force within, and the unauthorized carrying of weapons was prohibited, all permanent residents were required
to register; all persons duly registered and above voting age were entitled to participate in the democratic process, thus conferring upon the
Chironians the right to choose the leaders they didn't want, and an obligation to accept the ones they ended up with anyway..ninny! It's a pet-shop
snake. You should've seen the look on your face!".speaking a word to each other, they move on, away from the truck..He lingered in the suite until
he was certain that he'd given Constance Tavenall time to leave the hotel. In."Let's see YOU overwrite it," Lechat said.."Where do you get this
stuff?".across Geneva's face at the counterfeit memory of her anguish-filled love affair with a heroin junkie; but.Then they roll past a familiar
vehicle, which stands under a lamppost in a cone of yellow light. It's smaller.self-destruct through addiction. Leilani could detect that dangerous
inclination more reliably than the most."She's right," Celia agreed simply..Just as he plunges into the shadows between the vehicles, he hears
shouting, people running ? suddenly.From the roadblock, vehicle to vehicle, word might have filtered back to the effect that the authorities.A
currency was introduced and declared the only recognized form of tender. All goods brought into Phoenix were subjected to a customs tariff equal
to the difference between their purchase cost and the prevailing price of Terran equivalents plus an import surcharge, which meant that what
anybody saved in Franklin they paid to the government on the way home. Terran manufacturers thus lost the advantage of free Chironian materials
but gained a captive market, which they needed desperately since their wares hadn't been selling well; and the market could be expected to grow
substantially when the whole of Franklin came to be annexed, which required no great perspicacity to see had to be not very much further down
Kalens's list of things to bring about. The Terran contractors and professionals were less fortunate and raised a howl of protest as Chironians
continued cheerfully to fix showers, teach classes, and polish teeth for nothing, and an additional bill had to be rushed through making it illegal for
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anyone to give his services away. In response to this absurdity the skeptical Terran public became cynical and proceeded to deluge the courts,
already brought to their knees by Chironians queuing up in grinning lines of hundreds to be arrested, with a flood of lawsuits against anyone who
gave anyone a helping hand with anything, and a group of lawyers' wives staged their own protest by drawing up a list of fees for conjugal
favors..This was about Leilani Klonk, not about Michelina Bellsong. Leilani was only nine, and in spite of what."She ought to've been paid to take
it. Anyway, they put old Sinsemilla in an institution once and shot like."Astrology and cosmic forces. She wanted to know what sign I was born
under. I told her MATERNITY WARD." Colman made a sour face. "Hell, why should I have to humor people all the time?".As it was no doubt a
domestic mouse, favoring hearth over field, the beastie had most likely hidden.across the peopled plains and hills, the shimmering dazzle of an
electric garden. Although some loved this."You should try to find yourself, Steve. It's healthy.".roars through an empty service bay, between
islands of pumps. Station attendants, truckers, and on-foot."Everybody does.".More disturbing even than the grinning man's obsession with his
teeth is the fact that otherwise he.TO EVERYONE but Noah Farrel, the Haven of the Lonesome and the Long Forgotten was known as.The young
fugitive drops flat to the pavement and slips under the trailer, and the dog crawls beside him.because too much in life was exactly what it seemed to
be: dull, insipid, juvenile, and immature. Like her.A few seconds after the SD's disappeared, figures began popping from a fire exit behind the
elevators on the far side of the lobby, and vanishing quickly and silently into the Communications Center.."Really?' Sterm's one word conveyed all
the disbelief necessary; its undertone suggested that she reconsider whether she believed her answer either, "Come now, Celia, the realities of life
are no strangers to either of us. We can be frank without fear of risking offense. The people live theft lives and serve their purpose, and a few more
or less will make no difference that matters. Now tell me again, who are you really worried about?".Chapter 26."Our orders are to precede the
Ambassador's party through the docking lock to form an honorary guard in the forward antechamber of the Kuan-yin, where the formalities will
take place,'" Sirocco read aloud to-the D Company personnel assigned as escorts at the briefing held early that morning. "'Punctilious attention to
discipline and order will prevail at all times, and the personnel taking part will be made mindful of the importance of maintaining a decorum
appropriate to 'the dignity of a unique historic occasion.' That means no ventriloquized comments to relieve the boredom, Swyley, and the best
parade ground turnout you ever managed, all of you. 'Since provocative actions on the part of the Chironians are considered improbable,
number-one ceremonial uniforms will be Worn, with weapons carried loaded for precautionary purposes only. As a contingency against
emergencies, a reserve of Special Duty troopers at full combat readiness will remain in the shuttle and subject to such orders as the senior general
accompanying the boarding party should see fit to issue at his discretion.'"."Good thing we weren't playing Russian roulette," Leilani said. "My
brains would be all over the kitchen."
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